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Set in a quiet corner of the community, enjoy life outdoors with Cornerstone’s Southern Release.About Cornerstone:Set

across 86 hectares in an up-and-coming corner of Werribee, Cornerstone is a great foundation for your new

home.Overlooking the iconic You Yang's, this exciting new community will include over 900 homes, waterways, parks,

playgrounds and bike and walking trails. A heritage inspired stone wall entrance shaded by canopy trees. A stone-feature

boardwalk along the waterways and trails. Beautiful colour-burst landscaping and custom designed parks. All of this

comes together to create a relaxed community where neighbours look out for each other and friendships are formed.The

Peet StoryAt Peet, we create communities where people find their home, all across Australia.We’re industry experts in

defining future places of belonging. Places that offer the value of choice, delivering different lifestyles in townhouses,

apartments and family homes.With each community, we add to an enduring legacy of creating connected, liveable places

built for today and future proofed for tomorrow. Our extensive experience guides how we work with our communities to

understand and respond to what they need, designing places that are both socially and environmentally sustainable.Each

Peet address becomes a meaningful part of someone’s story. It’s where houses turn intohomes, where lives take shape in

local routines and friendly faces; it’s the special place in the world where you belong.We do it by imagining how people

actually live.People like you. People like us.Now, we’re known for communities built to last. Built on the solid foundation

of our ASX listing and almost 130 years of placemaking.Peet.Where you belong.*Terms and Conditions and eligibility

requirements apply. Promotion period starts 19 January 2023 and ends 31 August 2023. $10,000 deposit offer is only

available on selected lots currently available for sale. All matters (including the promotion period, eligible lots and any

other matter relating to this promotion) are subject to change without notice at Peet’s absolute discretion. Purchasers

should make their own inquiries before purchasing. Peet Estates (VIC) Pty Ltd.


